Retrospective analysis utilizing "next generation sequencing (NGS)" was done on cancer tissue harvested from 14 patients prior to receiving MLN8237, a novel Aurora Kinase A inhibitor. The responding patients (n=4) were characterized by stable disease ≥6 months and prolonged time of progression (≥1.3 fold prior treatment). Differential patterns of nodal connectivity in protein-protein interaction networks (consequent to determined genomic alterations) emerged from the comparison between responder and non-responder groups. The responding patient population showed high connectivity within MYC related genes including regulators of the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway. On the other hand, the non-responding patients showed high connectivity centered on the TP53/RB1 axis. Matching "targeted therapy to target" is a sine qua non for maximizing effective therapy in appropriate patients and NGS mapping may further our understanding of the relationships between molecular biological pathways and targeted therapy response. While awaiting further progress in systems analysis across "omic" levels (genomic-transcriptomicproteomic), research involving of NGS sequence mapping to interrogate patient response to therapy in order to help elucidate molecular therapeutic predictors is justified based on the urgent needs of patient care.
Introduction
"Personalized" oncology, defined as the delivery of rationally based singlet or combinatorial therapeutics targeting a patient's tumor-specific rewired pathway dysfunctional operational sites, has rapidly become the current paradigm of cancer treatment [1] . Despite consensus on this strategy, tactical implementation remains limited in scope [2] . The most appropriate methodology of target identification, including sequential parallel qualitative and quantitative retrieval of "omics" strata (i.e., genomics, epigenomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics), data interrogation, and systems analysis has yet to be identified. However, the exigencies of patient care require the application of best available resources.
Of interest in this space is the regulation and targeting of Aurora kinase signaling. Aurora Kinase A (AURKA) is a highly conserved serine/threonine kinase [3] , which is overexpressed or amplified in human cancer [4, 5] and cancer cell lines [6] [7] [8] [9] . Although AURKA is expressed in all actively dividing cells, overexpression is associated with oncogenesis. There is both cell cycle dependent (mRNA and protein elevation in G2-M followed by decrease in M-G 1 ) and spatial modulation of AURKA [10] . It is localized to the centrosomes and the proximal mitotic spindles during mitosis where it functions in a diverse set of mitotic processes including centrosome maturation, bipolar spindle assembly, mitotic entry, chromosome alignment, and cytokinesis [10] . Ectopic expression of AURKA transforms rodent fibroblasts in culture and induces hyperplasia and mammary tumors when expressed in transgenic mice [11, 12] , which supports evidence of an oncogenic function of Aurora A in cancer. Elevated expression of AURKA has been shown to correlate with decreased survival in a variety of cancer types [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and inhibition was associated with tumor regression in xenografted tumors [18] . The function of AURKA depends upon its ability to bind microtubules and localize to the centrosome and spindle poles where it phosphorylates and activates CDC25B phosphatase, which leads to activation and functional regulation of the Cyclin B/ CDK1 complex [19, 20] . AURKA also plays a role in the activation of PLK1, which contributes to both CDC25 and CDK1 activation [21] [22] [23] .
While the interactions between p53 and AURKA are complex, there is emerging preclinical evidence that cancer cells lacking p53 function may be more resistant to Alisertib therapy. Specifically, a recent study demonstrated that triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) cells with loss of p53 function responded to Alisertib treatment by entering a state of cellular senesces, whereas p53-wt TNBC cells treated with Alisertib largely underwent apoptosis [24] . Furthermore, TNBC patient-derived xenograft models from patients who exhibited resistance to Alisertib ×100), using Illumina HiSeq 2000 and Illumina HiSeq 2500 platforms. Genomic alterations (base substitutions, small insertions/deletions (INDELs), some rearrangements, and copy-number alterations) were determined. Potentially actionable alterations included those linked to anticancer drugs on the market or in registered clinical trials, excluding known benign SNPs (via dbSNP) and variants of unknown significance that were not predicted to influence gene function.
Protein-protein interaction networks
To generate networks, lists of genes affected by potentially actionable mutation were compiled from the lists of reported mutations in tables 1 and 2. For the non-responder patient population, all genes containing reported mutations were used. For the responder patient population, only genes that were uniquely mutated in this population (i.e., genes that were found to have reported mutations in the responder patients but not the non-responder patients) were used. These gene lists were analyzed using FunCoup v 3.0 build 2014-02 [35, 36] a publically available, optimized Bayesian framework gene interaction analysis tool that can be found at: http://funcoup.sbc.su.se/ search/. The analysis was restricted to protein-protein interactions (PPI) that have been annotated to occur within humans (interactions that have only been observed in non-human species were excluded). The resulting PPI networks were visualized using jsquid [37] a javabased application for the visualization and analysis of protein-protein interaction and functional coupling networks: http://jsquid.sbc.su.se/.
Results
A summary of patient responses and survival to MLN8237 is shown in relation to molecular abnormalities in Table 2 . Molecular profiling of cancer tissue was preferred independent and prior to entry into trial with Alisertib in patients with available paraffin stored tissue. Prolonged stable disease (SD) ≥6 months from time of start of MLN8237 was observed in four patients, 506 (9 months), 509 (20 months), 510 (11 months), and 511 (14 months). Patients 509, 510 and 511 were evaluated by NGS methods. Patient 506 had insufficient tissue for molecular evaluation. An inactivating STK11 mutation was found in the thymoma of patient 509, an expected mutation of APC and a p53 mutation (R282W) of undefined functional significance in the colon cancer of patient 510, and c-Myc amplification (8 fold) in the ovarian cancer of patient 511. The genomic changes identified in patients 509, 510 and 511 share nodal connectivity to AURKA and AURKB, the expression of which or lack thereof has been shown to be complicit in cancer progression (i.e. most particularly vis-à-vis c-Myc expression with enhanced stabilization). Moreover, time of progression was significantly greater when comparing the time to progression on Alisertib to that achieved with the immediate prior cancer treatment for two of these patients (363 versus 55 days in 510, 426 versus 120 days in 511). All 3 of these patients also remain alive well beyond 1 year after treatment initiation ( Table 2 ). The ten other patients (501, 503, 504, 505, 507, 508, 512, 513, 514 and 515) did not achieve SD ≥6 months or better and none experienced a delay >1.3-fold in time to progression longer than their prior treatment. Von Hoff and colleagues [38] have suggested a ratio of >1.3 of time to progression with new therapy vs. time to progression with prior therapy as a surrogate measure of positive response to the new therapy). NGS was performed in five of these patients (504, 513, 501, 512, 515); two (503, 505) utilized whole exome sequencing and in three sequencing was not done (506, 507, 508). No actionable mutations were obtained for 515.
When the constellation of genes that are mutated/copy-altered in the responder and non-responder groups are analyzed, differential showed a senescent (rather than an apoptotic) phenotype [24] . Another critical function of AURKA is stabilization of c-Myc, a wellcharacterized oncogene [25] which, in turn, upregulates AURKA.
Several inhibitors of AURKA/B including Hesperadin (B>A), MLN8237 (A>B), ZM447439 (B>A), VX680 (A=B) and AZD1152 (B>>>A) have been developed as anti-cancer agents with encouraging anti-tumoral potential in vitro and in vivo [18, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . However, the underlying tumor-specific mechanisms of the anti-neoplastic activities of these drugs are still poorly understood.
We have evaluated DNA signal defects via available customized next generation sequencing (NGS) platforms in patients entered into a pilot trial (unpublished) with Alisertib (MLN8237), an adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-competitive/reversible inhibitor of both AURKA [28, 29, 31] and Aurora Kinase B (AURKB) [32, 33] , with greater AURKA specificity in vitro (A>B), to determine the translational potential of single level "omics" analysis in uncovering therapeutic predictive biomarkers. We performed a retrospective DNA molecular pathway analysis of cancer tissue from 14 consecutive responsive and non-responsive cancer patients entered into a prior unpublished pilot trial with Alisertib (MLN8237) which, although the ATP binding site affinity of AURKA for MLN8237 is higher than that of Aurora B, is likely inhibitory of both Aurora A and B kinases at therapeutic levels, at least in some tumors [33, 34] . This preliminary analysis was intended to gain insight on the relationship of relevant molecular signals and cancer responsiveness to MLN8237.
Materials and methods

Patient population
Fourteen cancer patients (Demographics Table 1 ) were entered into study from 07/01/2013 to 04/01/2014. All patients received Alisertib (MLN8237) as part of participation study C14015 with Takeda (Cambridge, MA) (50mg BID for 7 days of a 21 day cycle starting at cycle 3; Cycle 1: 50mg QD on Day 1 and 10, 50mg BID Day 4-9 of a 21 day cycle; Cycle 2: 50mg QD on Day 8, 50mg BID on days 11-17 of a 28 day cycle) as part of a Phase I clinical trial MC #12-18. Patients were monitored for safety, response and survival as part of study MC #12-18. Archival tissue was retrospectively sent for molecular signal analysis to either Foundation Medicine (www.foundationmedicine.com) or Molecular Health (www.molecularhealth.com) for gene sequence analysis. All patients signed IRB approved consent for participation in study MC #12-18. patterns of nodal connectivity in protein-protein interaction networks emerge ( Figure 1) . A network developed from the genes that are mutated/copy-altered in the non-responder patient population is centered on the TP53/RB1 axis, with extensive connectivity between TP53 and a number of genes that were mutated/amplified in the nonresponding patient population. This is consistent with preclinical findings which suggest that loss of p53 function may promote resistance to Alisertib [24] . While there was a single TP53 mutation (R282W) identified in the responder patient 510, there is some structural evidence that this particular p53 mutation may retain some functionality [39] . Interestingly, a network formed from genes that were uniquely mutated/copy-altered in the responding patient population is centered on MYC and MYC-related genes, including negative regulators of the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway. This is particularly intriguing considering the established pattern of cross-regulation between MYC and the Wnt/ beta-catenin pathway [40, 41] .
Gene sequencing
Discussion
Alisertib is being developed as a small molecular inhibitor of AURKA (although, as noted above, it is likely differentially inhibitory of both Aurora A and B kinases at therapeutic levels) for the treatment of advanced malignancies and has already demonstrated activity against a broad range of both in vitro and in vivo preclinical tumor models.
NGS based evaluation of the cancer genome with consequent protein-protein interaction mapping, although a first step in tumor biomolecular deconstruction, is a key component in the personalization of cancer therapy. Knowledge of the mutated genes and variants of the responsive and non-responsive populations resulted in construction of two different gene-gene protein interaction networks; one ( Figure  1B ) representing the non-responsive patients and one ( Figure 1A ) the responsive patients. As such two distinctly different networks were constructed based on the different gene mutation profile. This analysis was performed to see if there was a specific pathway/interaction cluster that was uniquely mutated in the responder population but not the non-responder population and in doing so provide suggestive direction in interpreting relationship of said pathway to predictive opportunity for response and to determine relationship of said pathway to mechanism of Alisertib. In our pathway network assessment the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway appeared to be mutated exclusively in the responder population, while other "non" Wnt/beta-catenin pathways were identified in the non-responder group. Based on the very small number of assessable patients, results can only be considered as suggestive and hypothesis generating. Statistical significance was not achieved. The approach in this study has highlighted a possible relationship between MYC expression and sensitivity to Alisertib. The approach in this study has highlighted a possible relationship between MYC expression and sensitivity to Alisertib. That AURKA has a critical function in stabilizing N-Myc protein was initially reported by Otto et al. [25] in neuroblastoma, half of which carry N-Myc amplification. They showed that elevated levels of AURKA inhibit the degradation of Myc during mitosis by interacting with both Myc and the Fbxw7 ubiquitin ligase. As a result, high expression levels of AURKA effectively uncouple degradation of Myc from PI3-kinase-dependent signaling. Interestingly, our cohort showed a dearth of PI3K/AKT/ mTOR mutations in the responder group, consistent with the above observation. This may be because MYC-dependence on the PI3K/ AKT/mTOR pathway is relieved by a positive feedback loop involving either MYC-AURKA or MYC-Wnt/beta-catenin. Aberrant activation of the Wnt/beta-catenin signaling pathway is associated with numerous cancers and indeed correlates frequently with amplification of c-Myc oncogene or c-Myc related signaling. Co-expression of c-Myc and Wnt-1 in nude murine models is associated with rapid tumor growth. It appears that the anti-apoptotic function of Wnt-1 plays a critical role in synergistic action between c-Myc and Wnt-1 [42] . Our findings suggest that anything that promotes MYC (including just direct MYC amplification) in the absence of AKT/PI3K/mTOR elements may predict sensitivity to ALS. Furthermore, Myc both directly and indirectly upregulates AURKA transcription, a process essential for the maintenance of the malignant state [43] . c-Myc destabilization is one of the mechanisms resulting in anticancer activity demonstrated in tumor xenografts with Alisertib [44] . Notably, the ovarian cancer from patient 511 demonstrated c-Myc amplification. That no relationship was shown towards sensitivity of the two AURKA amplified patients to Aurora Kinase inhibitor highlights the need for eventual full "omics" integration and multilevel systems analysis.
In the three "responders" with molecular characterization, there appears to be an overrepresentation of mutations in the Wnt/β-catenin and TGFβ pathways in the patients who exhibited the best response to Alisertib therapy. This overrepresentation was detected by gene ontology clustering analysis, although it fails to reach statistical significance, most likely due to the small sample size. The colorectal adenocarcinoma carcinoma of patient 510 is characterized by multiple genetic changes involving APC, KRAS, BRAF, TP53 and SMAD4. As in patient 511, Myc again emerges as a likely common nodal target interactive with AURKA. SMAD4 and AURKA interact via a reciprocal TGFβ-independent pathway and the former blocks the direct and indirect up-regulation of Myc (AURKA inhibits GSK3β which in turn inhibits β-catenin/TCF which regulates Myc). The mutated SMAD4 would, then, effectively increase Myc expression. In addition, insofar as LKB1 (STK11) interacts with APC to downregulate Wnt/TCF and Myc, the loss of APC would, likewise, result in upregulation of Myc expression [45, 46] . There are multiple levels of interaction between the Myc and Wnt/TCF pathways that are observed in these patients. Wnt/beta-catenin signaling (such as SMAD4 and APC), as well as damaging mutations in TGF-beta may be predictive of cells that are AURKA-driven and thus sensitive to Alisertib [47] .
Using in vitro signaling studies, Alisertib has been shown to lead to G2/M arrest in both breast (MCF7 (p53 wt) and MDA-MB 231 (p53 C839G>A) [48] and osteosarcoma (U-2 OS (p53 wt) and MG-63 (p53 wt) [49] cell models, in both cases via activation of pro-apoptotic signaling (lowered BCL-2, upregulated Bax) and downregulation of PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling. That this mechanism may be partially p53-dependent is supported by a recent study that demonstrated that triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) cells with loss of p53 function responded to Alisertib by entering cellular senescence, whereas p53-wt TNBC cells underwent apoptosis [24] . Furthermore, TNBC-PDX models from patients with resistance to Alisertib show a senescent phenotype [24] . Although one responding patient (PID510) had a TP53 mutation (R282W) it is notable that this mutation remains of undefined functional significance [39, 50, 51] . In a reciprocal negative feedback interaction, wild-type p53 is regulated by AURKA phosphorylation, which, in turn, inhibits interaction with MDM2 [52] and p53 functions as a negative regulator of AURKA via both transcriptional and translational modifications [53] . Therefore, a lossof-function mutation in TP53 could result in enhanced expression of AURKA and increased sensitivity to targeted inhibitory therapy [53] [54] [55] . Yet, two recent studies show that MK-8745 (A>>B) can utilize both p53-dependent [56] and p53-independent [57] mechanisms. Whether this apparent mechanistic disparity is due to microenvironmental differences, differences in G 2 -M slippage due to kinetics of the cyclin B 1 protein [58] or susceptibility to p53 mediated G 1 checkpoint arrest remains undetermined. Alternatively, insofar as AURKB inhibition bypasses the G 2 -M checkpoint and thereby activates G 1 checkpoint activity resulting in apoptosis due to the accumulation of chromosomal instability, it is possible that Aliserib may act as a pan-AURK inhibitor in a dose-dependent/tumor-dependent manner [33, 34, 58] . Thus, although brought to attention as a potential indicator of responsiveness by NGS analysis, the role of p53, which appears to be contextual, remains to be further elucidated.
As this very preliminary evaluation shows, despite the implementation of NGS as an adjunct to optimizing the choice of personalized therapeutics, obvious limitations are evident. This tool is currently unable to document DNARNA sequence discordance or RNAprotein expression discordance [59, 60] . For example, two patients (504 and 513) with AURKA amplification did not respond to Alisertib. Insofar as AURKA copy numberprotein expression discordance has been described [16] , without stratified "omic" assessment the reason for lack of response cannot be ascertained, e.g., whether lack of AURKA protein overexpression, discordance between protein abundance and basal phosphorylation [61] , or pathway signaling dependence on dynamic quantitative versus qualitative protein expression levels [62] .
Matching targeted therapy to target, including multiple target enumeration based on pathway crosstalk and feedback, is a complicated process that requires further discovery. However, while our multistrata "omic" toolbox continues to expand its capabilities, patients are in need of care. Although only a first step, the application of NGS to target assessment has now become patient-ready and can supplement existing tools to provide further increments in treatment outcome.
